Tails - Feature #5301
Backup system for the Persistence
07/18/2013 07:38 AM - Tails

| Status:    | Confirmed          | Start date: | 01/27/2015 |
| Priority:  | Normal             | Due date:   |            |
| Assignee:  | Persistence        | % Done:     | 100%       |
| Category:  |                    | Estimated time: | 0.00 hour |
| Target version: | 2020             | Spent time: | 0.00 hour |
| Feature Branch: |                | Starter:    | No         |
| Type of work: | Code              | Affected tool: |            |
| Blueprint: | https://tails.boum.org/blueprint/backups |            |            |

Description
See blueprint.

Subtasks:
Feature # 7049: Clone Persistence option in Tails Installer
  - Confirmed
Feature # 8812: Consider using Tails Installer to do backups
  - Resolved
Bug # 9888: Test deja-dup to do backups
  - Resolved
Feature # 9889: Decide a backup solution among possible candidates
  - Rejected
Bug # 11660: Backups: test grsync wrt. requirements
  - Rejected
Feature # 12214: Document a way to manually backup persistent data
  - Duplicate
Feature # 13457: Test backup script by a2
  - Resolved
Feature # 14605: Improve documentation on *Manually copying your persistent data to a n...
  - Resolved

Related issues:
Related to Tails - Bug #7216: Instructions to backup persistent data do not r...
  - Resolved
Related to Tails - Feature #11627: Consider updating the default system parti...
  - Resolved
Related to Tails - Feature #12705: Update the size of the system partition to...
  - Resolved
Related to Tails - Feature #14624: Document how to migrate persistence to a n...
  - Duplicate
Duplicate by Tails - Feature #10405: Clone persistent folder
  - Duplicate

History
#1 - 07/19/2013 02:02 AM - intrigeri
  - Type of work set to Code

Type of work: Code

#2 - 10/04/2013 09:11 AM - intrigeri
  - Category set to Persistence
  - Starter set to No

#3 - 12/11/2013 04:44 AM - sajolida
At least now it is documented how to do that manually:
https://tails.boum.org/doc/first_steps/persistence/copy/

#4 - 03/30/2014 03:18 PM - intrigeri
This is being discussed on tails-dev ("Feedback wanted on planned implementation of Feature #5301 - Clone or Backup Persistent Volume" thread).
#5 - 05/07/2014 08:52 AM - natmaka
See also #7049

#6 - 05/07/2014 11:08 AM - intrigeri
- Blueprint set to https://tails.boum.org/blueprint/backups

#7 - 06/27/2014 07:48 PM - sajolida
- Subject changed from Clone or Backup Persistent Volume to Clone or backup system for the persistent volume

#8 - 06/27/2014 07:48 PM - sajolida
- Related to Bug #7216: Instructions to backup persistent data do not respect ownership of files added

#9 - 08/14/2015 12:17 PM - sajolida
- Description updated
  - Assignee set to sajolida
  - Target version set to 2017

#10 - 10/22/2015 08:13 AM - sajolida
- Duplicates Feature #10405: Clone persistent folder added

#11 - 10/22/2015 08:13 AM - sajolida
- Duplicates deleted (Feature #10405: Clone persistent folder)

#12 - 10/22/2015 08:14 AM - sajolida
- Duplicated by Feature #10405: Clone persistent folder added

#13 - 12/05/2015 04:02 AM - BitingBird
See https://mailman.boum.org/pipermail/tails-dev/2015-December/009856.html

#14 - 08/23/2016 12:26 AM - intrigeri
- Description updated

#15 - 09/24/2016 05:58 AM - sajolida
- Related to Feature #11627: Consider updating the default system partition's size added

#16 - 06/15/2017 06:33 AM - intrigeri
- Related to Feature #12705: Update the size of the system partition to >= 4 GiB added

#17 - 06/30/2017 03:27 PM - Anonymous
- Related to Feature #12214: Document a way to manually backup persistent data added

#18 - 07/12/2017 08:13 AM - sajolida
- Related to deleted (Feature #12214: Document a way to manually backup persistent data)

#19 - 08/28/2017 08:17 PM - BitingBird
- Target version changed from 2017 to 2019

#20 - 09/12/2017 09:21 AM - sajolida
- Related to Feature #14624: Document how to migrate persistence to a new USB stick or update the system partitions of an existing device added
#22 - 10/11/2018 09:31 AM - intrigeri
- Description updated
- Assignee deleted (sajolida)
- Target version changed from 2019 to 2020

#23 - 07/23/2019 04:08 PM - sajolida
- Description updated

#24 - 07/23/2019 04:09 PM - sajolida
- Subject changed from Clone or backup system for the persistent volume to Backup system for the Persistence